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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Prof. Jashan Abraham,

Re: BOPH-D-19-00746R2 CT and MRI findings in relapsing primary malignant melanoma of the lacrimal sac: A case report and brief literature review

Thank you for your e-mail of 21-02-2020. Here are my responses to the editor comments:

Comment 1. Consent for publication

In your ‘Consent for publication’ section of your declarations, please confirm whether the patient clarify if the consent for their personal or clinical details along with any identifying images to be published in this study was written.

[Response] We make sure that the patient clarified and gave consent to use of the clinical information, CT and MR images for publication in the BMC Ophthalmology as long as there was no possibility that the identity of the patient would be revealed in ‘Consent for publication’ section of your declarations.

Comment 2. Figure captions
Please provide captions for all figures used, in a Figure Legend section which should be placed beneath the References section.

[Response] We have added figure captions in figure legend section beneath the References section.

Comment 3. Please combine the Discussion and Conclusions section into one section titled "Discussion and Conclusions".

[Response] We have combined the Discussion and Conclusions section into one section and titled "Discussion and Conclusions".

Comment 4. Clean manuscript

At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

[Response] We have uploaded our manuscript, tables and figures as a single, final, clean version.

I have revised the manuscript accordingly. I hope this will make it more acceptable for publication.

Yours sincerely,

Wei Su